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22 December 1965

Tos

From:

His Excellency
Mr. Jose Sette Camara

Ralph J. Bunche

The Secretary-General has asked me to notify
you that a meeting of the representatives of
governments providing contingents to UNEF \iiill be

held on Tuesday, 28 December 1965-, at Hs30 a.m.,

in his Conference Room on the 38th floor, United

Nations. He will appreciate your attendance.

Your office has been informed to this effect

by telephone.

Same note sent to: Canada
Denmark
India
Norway
Sweden
Yugoslavia

Informed by phone: Turner
Vaughan
Nosek
Koho
Urquhart



27 December 1965

Notes for the Secretary-General for the UNEF Meeting
11:30 a.m., Tuesday, 28 December 1965.

I have called this meeting for the purpose of consulting you, "who

represent the governments providing contingents for UNEF, as I undertook

to do in my report to the Fifth Committee on the survey of UNEF (A/C.5/1049).

As you all know, the financial situation of UNEF is acute and shows

no signs of improving - in fact, the very opposite. It is necessary,

therefore, to take active measures to face it. It was for this reason

that I set up the survey of UNEF in November, Now that the Assembly has

acted upon the recommendations of the survey team and upon the 1966 budget

of UHEF, I shall need the urgent help and cooperation of your governments

if I am to be able to give effect to the Assembly's decisions.

Before going into detail, I would like to make one personal observation.

You in this room represent governments which have never failed the UN in

its hour of need and which have always been ready, even in the most un-

promising situations, to respond to the appeals of the Secretary-General

for help in peace-keeping. I am, therefore, especially conscious of the

fact that, because of the financial position, I may be asking sotae of you

to take measures relating to your contingents in UMEF which are not at all

what your governments would wish and which might, in other circumstances,

seem to be rather ungracious after all the loyal support which they have

given the UN in the past. I very much hope, therefore, that you will

explain to your governments in full the reasons which impel me to make

these requests and to inform them that I myself greatly regret that the

present financial situation requires such uncongenial suggestions to the

very governments which have always given such unwavering and ready support

to our peace-keeping operations.

As a result of the Survey Team's report, I recommended to the General

Assembly certain changes in UNEF which would, if all contributing governments
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agreed, provide a saving of $2,030,000 for 1966 and an estimated saving of

approximately |3,5 million on a twelve-month basis. The Assembly improved

on this recommendation by reducing the 1966 budget arbitrarily by a further

$1 1/2 million to $15 million.

We thus have two problems to face. The first is to make a reality of

the saving of $2,030,000 in 1966 by carrying out the streamlining measures

recommended by the Survey Team. The second is to see how we can further

reduce the 1966 expenditure on UKEF to $15 million.

For the first problem, the Survey envisaged a change in the organisation

of UKEF which would affect in one way or another virtually all the contingents.

The basic aim of these changes is to streamline and simplify the organisation

of UMEF so as to allow for the optimum operational use of a smaller number

of men. The suggested composition of UNEF which would result is shown in

paragraph 30 of the Survey Team's report.

If this plan were to be agreed by all the governments concerned, the

changes would in general terms affect each contingent as follows. The

Canadian contingent would be reduced from 949 to 811, and the Reconnaissance

Squadron would be withdrawn, hopefully not until May when its responsibility

would be taken over by another contingent.

The Indian contingent would be decreased from 1255 to 1150, by taking

out the Transport and Signal companies from Rafah.

The problem is greatest for the three Scandinavian contingents and will

clearly require consultation and cooperative action between them as well as

their agreement to the overall plan. What is suggested is that in place of

the present Swedish and Danor Battalions there should be one Battalion of

approximately 640 which would rotate among the three countries. The rotating

arrangement for the UNEF hospital would remain the same.

The Yugoslav contingent would increase, on its rotation in May, from

517 to 704 3nd the Brazilian contingent from 433 to 604 on its rotation in

August,



TLat is the merest outline of the proposals. Further details can

be given later as to exact dates and other arrangements.

The implementation of the further reduction prescribed by the

General Assembly is even more difficult., and for this reason I asked the

Controller to state my reservations in the Fifth Committee. At the

present stage the only way I can see of making further reductions

without reducing UTffiF to a level at which it could no longer meet its

responsibilities effectively, would be if we could make the above

suggested changes in the three Scandinavian contingents in January rather

than in April and August, and if these countries were also prepared not

to charge for the unexpired portion of the contracts of their personnel.

This seems to me to be asking a great deal of the governments concerned,

and I therefore put it to the meeting only as a first thought on this

part of the problem. If something along these lines could be agreed to

we might save about three quarters of a million dollars. I have yet to

find further ways of reducing expenditures to the $15 million required by

the General Assembly.

I might mention in this context that, as the Survey Team points out

in its Conclusions (para kk], the establishment of a uniform system of

rotation based on one year1s service for all contingents with UMEF would

enable us to effect very considerable savings. I know that some governments

have legal problems in this connection, but I would, nevertheless, ask

that this matter be again brought to their attention.

I would much appreciate hearing your views and any questions which

you may have.



27 May 1966

^Note for the Secretary-General

1. The question of UNEF air operations is regulated by paragraphs 32

and 33 of the Status of Forces Agreement of 8 February 1957 and point 10

of the twelve-point agreement of 27 March 1957» of which the first sentence

states "In accordance with the same agreement (the Status of Forces Agreement)

UNEF aircraft will continue to have the right to fly freely over the Sinai

and the Gaza Strip as at present".

2. Aerial reconnaissance has been a recognized and necessary part of the

UNEF operation for years. Any new limitations on aerial reconnaissance

would reduce UNEF's operational effectiveness along the International

Frontier to the point where it could not carry out the existing UNEF mandate.

The Secretary-General as the person responsible for carrying out the mandate

of UNEF cannot therefore accept new limitations. If the Government of the

United Arab Republic maintains its position on these limitations, the

Secretary-General will have no alternative but to report to the General

Assembly. He might even be obliged to raise the question whether, with its

operational effectiveness thus limited, there was any point in UNEF continuing.

3. The Secretary-General feels that such an important matter as this should

have been brought up first in New York, since it affects previous agreements

between the United Nations and the United Arab Republic. He also finds the

language of Brigadier Sharkawy's letter not acceptable. The Secretary-General

cannot believe, for example, that reference to "hostile action against the

UAR" in paragraph (ii) was intended by the Government of the United Arab

Republic, which has always co-operated so well with UNEF.
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27 May 1966

Mote for the Secretary-General

1. The question of UMP air operations is regulated by paragraphs 32

and. 55 of the Status of Forces Agreement of 8 February 1957 and point 10

of the twelve-point agreement of 27 March 1957, of which the first sentence

states "In accordance with the same agreement (the Status of Forces Agreement)

UNEF aircraft will continue to have the right to fly freely over the Sinai

and the Gaaa Strip as at present".

2. Aerial reconnaissance has been a recognised and necessary part of the

UNEF operation for years. Any new limitations on aerial reconnaissance

would reduce UNEF's operational effectiveness along the International

Frontier to the point where it could not carry out the existing UNEF mandate.

The Secretary-General as the person responsible for carrying out the mandate

of UKEF cannot therefore accept new limitations. If the Government of the

United Arab Republic maintains its position on these limitations, the

Secretary-General will have no alternative but to report to the General

Assembly. He might even be obliged to raise the question whether, with its

operational effectiveness thus limited, there was any point in UKEF continuing.

5. The Secretary-General feels that such an important matter as this should

have been brought up first in New York, since it affects previous agreements

between the United Nations and the United Arab Republic. He also finds the

language of Brigadier Sharkawy's letter not acceptable. The Secretary-General

cannot believe, for example, that reference to "hostile action against the

UAR" in paragraph (ii) was intended by the Government of the United Arab

Republic, which has always co-operated so well with UNEF.
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A/C. 5/1049
13 December 1965

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Twentieth session
FIFTH COMMITTEE
Agenda item 2.1 (b)

SURVEY CF THE UNITED KATIOKS EMERGENCY FORCE

Report by the Secretary-General

1. Having in mind the acute and uncertain financial situation affecting the

United Nations Emergency Force, I considered it advisable in early November 1965

to appoint a Survey Team to undertake a new examination of UNEF with particular

reference to its functioning and cost. The composition and programme of work of

the Survey Team are given in the preface to its report, which I herewith transmit

to the Fifth Committee. The specific terms of reference of the Survey Team are

attached as annex A to the Team's report.

2. In transmitting the report of the Survey Team to the Fifth Committee, it

would be useful, I believe, to comment briefly on its conclusions. I refer

particularly to the Team's proposals for "streamlining" the Force as set out in

paragraphs 25 to 31 of its report and to the considerations put forth in section IV

of its report, "Problems arising from the National Composition of the Force". In

general, I regard the Team's proposals as sound and I intend to try to put them

into effect. The financial consequences of the proposals are set out in annex C

to the report, from which it will be seen that a saving of perhaps $2,030,000

might be made in the 1966 budget, which savings, it is estimated, would amount

on a twelve-month basis, to approximately $3.5 million.

3. As the Survey Team's report points out, numerous political and other problems

are involved in questions relating to the national composition of the Force. It

follows that if any or all of the changes suggested by the Team are to be made,

prior consultations must be held with the Governments concerned and their

concurrence will be essential to carrying out the proposals. I hope that it will

65-32779
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be possible., in the interests both of economy and of a greater operational

efficiency in UNEF, for the Governments concerned to agree at least to a

substantial part, if not to all, of the proposals made., although obviously I am

not in a position at this time to give any assurances on their behalf. The United

Nations owes much to the loyal and ready support which these Governments have

given over the years in providing contingents for UNEF., and there is a reciprocal

obligation to take their views and problems into serious account in any future

arrangements that may be made for UWEF. It will also, of course, be necessary to

consult with and inform the Government of the United Arab Republic about the new

arrangements envisaged.

h. The Governments which would be most affected by the proposals of the Team are

Canada, Denmark, Norway and Sweden. In the case of Canada, the eventual

elimination of one operational unit, albeit a very small one in terms of strength,

is suggested in the interests of operational uniformity as well as economy. The

role of Canada in UNEF would remain, even if this change is made, a large and

vital one, but the resulting change in the nature of Canada's participation in

UNEF must obviously be a matter on which the views of the Canadian Government must

be given great weight.

5. Similar considerations apply to the proposals which would affect the nature

of the participation of all three Scandinavian countries. These proposals would

require consultations not only between the Secretary-General and the three

Governments, but also among the three countries themselves. Further proposals

affecting the size and nature of the participation of the other countries now

providing contingents for UNEF will also need to be discussed in detail with the

Governments concerned.

6. It will also be necessary to have the considered views of the Commander of

UNEF on the final proposals of the Survey Team and en the method and timing of

implementing them.

7. Clearly, these important consultations cannot be completed in time for a

definitive report on the actual changes to be made in IMEF to be submitted to the

Fifth Committee at this session. It is my hope that the Governments concerned

will be able, after due consideration, to accept at least a large part, if not all,

of the changes proposed by the Survey Team, but clearly they must be given time

for the requisite consideration.
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8. I would suggest^ therefore, that the Committee should, for the moment, take

note of the report on the understanding that I will promptly undertake the

necessary consultations and supplement this report at the earliest possible date.

I would further suggest that, for the purposes of considering the 1966 cost

estimates for UWEF, and appropriate financing arrangements therefor, the Fifth

Committee proceed on the "basis of a revised estimate for 1966 of $16̂ 69,000

(i.e., allowing for the reductions shown in annex C of the Survey Team's report).

This figure would be subject to such review as may prove necessary at the twenty-

first session of the General Assembly in the light of the progress actually

achieved, considering all the factors mentioned above.

9. I take this opportunity to record my appreciation to the Co-Chairmen and

members of the Survey Team for their thorough and useful work which they all

undertook on very short notice, and for the valuable report which they have

prepared and presented with such dispatch.
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SURVEY OF THE UNITED NATIONS EMERGENCY FORCE

Report by the Secretary-General

I. PREFACE

1. In November 1965 the Secretary-General decided to appoint a Survey Team to

make a new survey of the United Nations Emergency Force in Gaza and Sinai with

particular reference to its functioning and cost "in view of the acute and

uncertain financial situation affecting UNEF". The composition of the Team was

the following:

Lt. General Sean McKeown (Chief of Staff of the Irish Array and
former Commander of ONUC)

Mr. Jiri Nosek, Under-Secretary of Conference Services^ United Nations

Mr. Carey Seward, Deputy Director of General Services

Mr. Brian Urquhart, Principal Officer in the Office of the Under-Secretaries
for Special Political Affairs

Mr. John Birckhead, Special Assistant of the Office of the Controller

Mr. Alain Dangeard, First Officer of the Executive Office of the Secretary-
General

General McKeown and Mr. Nosek served as Co-Chairmen of the Team. The Team was

requested to report to the Secretary-General not later than 10 December 1965- Its

specific terms of reference are attached as annex A.

2. The Survey Team left New York on 2k November and arrived in Gaza on

26 November. It immediately embarked on an intensive and comprehensive visit to

the units and installations of UNEF and thereafter engaged in a round of

consultations at Headquarters UNEF in Gaza. The Team was briefed in detail on

the ground by the commander of each contingent and thereafter surveyed the

functioning of the contingent on the ground. In this way it visited the Danor

Battalion, the Swedish Battalion, the Indian Battalion and the Brazilian Battalion

on the Armistice Demarcation Line (ADL) and the Yugoslav Battalion and the

Canadian Reconnaissance Squadron on the International Frontier (IF), and the

Swedish detachment at Sharm el Sheikh. It spent the better part of a day visiting

and being briefed on the maintenance base and UNEF Hospital at Rafah. It was also

briefed by the Commander of 115 ATU.
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3. At UNEF Headquarters,, and Indeed throughout its mission, the Team had the

advantage of the presence and advice of the Commander, the Chief of Staff, the

Chief Administrative Officer and senior staff officers, with all of whom it later

held detailed consultations. The members of the Team wish to take this opportunity

of expressing their appreciation to the Commander,, the Chief of Staff, the CAO

and all contingent commanders for the thoroughness and efficiency of the

arrangements made and the very useful briefings which were given on the tasks,

problems and organization of UWEF.

k. The Team left Gaza on J December to complete its report in New York.

II, INTRODUCTION

Assessment of prevailing circumstances on the Line

5. The original mandate of UNEF was laid down by the General Assembly, when

British, French and Israeli forces were still on UAR territory (resolution 1001

(ES-l)). Following on an earlier resolution calling on Egypt, France, Israel and

the United Kingdom for an immediate cease-fire, UNEF was asked to "secure and

supervise the cessation of hostilities" and, according to the resolution of

2 November 1956 (997 (ES-l)), this cessation of hostilities included not only

withdrawal of all forces behind the Armistice Demarcation Line, but also the

stopping of "raids across the armistice lines into neighbouring territories" and,

more generally, "any acts which would delay or prevent the implementation of the

present resolution". The mandate is spelled out in paragraph 12 of the report of

the Secretary-General endorsed by the General Assembly and contained in

document A/3302, which states inter alia that UNEF "would be more than observers'

corps, but in no way a military force temporarily controlling the territory in

which it is stationed", and that it should not have "military functions exceeding

those necessary to secure peaceful conditions on the assumption that the parties

to the conflict take all necessary steps for compliance with the recommendations

of the General Assembly". These two quotations spell out the upper and lower

limits of UNEF and still account for its present organization and method of

functioning. UNEF's mandate has never been formally changed or updated by the

General Assembly itself. Rather its basic functions have been established by
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practice over the years, and its organization and functioning have "been reported

on annually to the General Assembly by the Secretary-General.

6. The strength of IMEF as of 15 November 1965 is ̂ ,579 all ranks, comprising

contingents supplied by seven countries. The Force observes and patrols the ADL

in the Gaza Strip, a line 59 km long, running through populated and highly

cultivated country, the IF, approximately 209 km long, running for the most part

through rugged and unpopulated country or sparsely populated desert, and mans the

outpost of Sharm el Sheikh on the Straits of Tiran. UNEF's basic functions as

established by practice over the years, are described in the Survey Team's terms

of reference as follows:

To act as an informal buffer between the armed forces of Israel and the

United Arab Republic along the Armistice Demarcation Line and the

International Frontiers]

To prevent illegal crossings of these lines by civilians of either

side, for whatever purpose, in order to avert incidents; and

To observe and report on all violations of the lines whether on land,

sea, or in the air.

7. IMEF carries out these functions by various means. On the ADL by day it mans

a system of fixed posts and watch-tcwers backed up by standby patrols. By night,

the fixed posts are not manned but there is an intensive pattern of night

patrolling of planned irregularity.

3. On the IF the method of operation is different. In the northern sector the

Canadian Reconnaissance Squadron runs regular jeep patrols along the IF and the

500-metre zone road and also maintains a camp at each end of its area.

9. In the Yugoslav Battalion sector of the IF the terrain is so rugged as to

preclude regular patrols of the IF itself. The troops from the three Yugoslav

camps behind the IF do extended patrols of the tracks in the area and this is

supplemented by regular air reconnaissance.

10. There is, by agreement with the UAR authorities, a 500-metre zone on the UAR

side along the ADL which is barred to armed personnel at all times, and only local

residents are allowed to come within 50 metres of the ADL. On the IF, armed

personnel are not allowed within 2 km of the Line by day and 5 km by night.

Wo civilians are allowed within 500 metres of the Line. Immediately behind these
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zones,, however, there are military presences of various kinds. On the ADL a

network of observation posts is maintained by Gaza police and the Palestinian

Liberation Army, while on the IF the United Arab Republic Army has a number of posts

visible behind the restricted zone. On the Israeli-controlled side, where UNEF is

not present and where there is no restricted zone, a patrol track runs the whole

length of the ADL and is constantly in use by Israeli Army personnel. There is also

a patrol track along the northern portion of the IF and on some parts of the

extreme southern portion. There are a number of kubbutzim along the ADL on the

Israeli side which are reported to have a military or para-military function.

11. At Sharm el Sheikh a Swedish detachment mans an observation post in the former

coastal battery position at Ras Wasrani and observes and reports on all shipping

going through the Straits of Tiran.

12. It is the impression of the Survey Team that throughout the Force, although

some stations are much more rigorous than others, the officers and men are on duty

for as long periods of time as is desirable. It is estimated that the average

soldier is on duty between ten and twelve hours a day. This, of course, includes

troops on standby duty for special patrols and for local defence. It should be

remembered also that many of the men are out on frequent night patrols and that the

Yugoslav detachments in the Sinai serve for forty-five days in isolated camps in

very hot and arid terrain. It is not considered justifiable to ask more of the

individual soldier than is at present required of him. Reductions will, therefore,

have to be made by means other than giving additional duties under the present

system.

13. The Team's findings indicate that UHEF's capacity is absorbed in the fulfilment

of its tasks. It has organized itself so that it could be in a position at all

times to observe effectively, report immediately, and try to deal speedily with

any violations of the restricted areas established in agreement with the local

authorities from the United Arab Republic side or any violations of the Line from

Israeli-controlled territory,

1^. Some indications of the prevalence and types of incidents which UNEF deals

with are given in annex B to this report, but perhaps the most important aspect

of its functions is what does not happen on the Line and the deterrent to

violations and the grounds for peace which the Force affords.
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15. The Survey Team received a detailed briefing from the Commander of IMEF and

his subordinate commanders and surveyed the work of IMEF on the ADL and IF and the

prevailing circumstances along the Line. As a result of what it heard and saw,

the Team concluded that a continued United Nations presence of the UWEF type is an

important element in the maintenance of peace and security in the area, since its

withdrawal at this time might well give rise to a sharp increase in the frequency

of incidents and violations along the Line, probably with serious consequences.

The Survey Team, therefore, does not feel justified in recommending a change in the

existing functions and responsibilities of the Force, since it is not possible to

say that such a change would not increase the risk of trouble in the area. The

degree of UNEF's success, despite the prevailing situation in the area, can be

measured by the atmosphere of peace and quiet all along the Line, by the growing

prosperity of the Gaza Strip and, on the ADL, by the intensive cultivation which

now goes on right up to the marker ditch on both sides of the Line.

Possibility of a change in UKEF's mandate

16. Its observation of the current situation on the Line has led the Survey Team

to conclude that little purpose would be served by a redefinition of the mandate

of the Force at this time, since IMEF's functioning, as developed in practice over

the years, clearly fulfils a still pressing need in acting as an informal buffer

between the armed forces of Israel and the United Arab Republic, and the situation

on the Line has not in recent years changed in a way which would justify a formal

change in the mandate.

Limitations of the Survey Team

17. In carrying out its task the Survey Team has been keenly aware that there are

severe limitations to the practicability of some courses of action which common

sense or military efficiency would seem to indicate as providing good prospects of

economy and reduction in costs. Obviously there are overriding political

considerations which rule out a number of simple solutions. For example, it is

desirable and necessary to maintain a broad geographical basis for the Force, even

though this undoubtedly complicates its structure and adds to its expense.

Similarly the different conditions under which Governments make contingents
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available both complicate the administration of the Force and inevitably give rise

to greater costs than would a more standardized system which provided for yearly

rotations and standard rates of overseas allowances throughout the Force.

13. The Team has also been careful to avoid conclusions which would result in the

Force continuing to be responsible for the discharge of its present functions while

being reduced by economies and cuts to a state in which it could not possibly

discharge those functions effectively. This is not to say that economies are not

possible even in the present reduced establishment, but rather that there is a

minimum establishment below which the Force cannot be expected to perform

effectively.

19. The Team is convinced that the basic organization of UNEF is correct and that

the Force is and has been well-managed. While the cost of IMEF is very modest by

comparison with an active fighting force of comparable size, there are certain

circumstances which contribute heavily to its overhead expenses. Such factors

include the length of the line to survey, distance from any shipping port., distance

between the airport and the units, limited resources of the economy of the Gaza

area, and the conditions in the desert of the Sinai.

20. The Survey Team has therefore concentrated its attention on measures which, by

gradually improving certain aspects of the operation, would permit after a period

of time certain savings or prevent increases which would be otherwise inevitable.

III. DISCHARGE OF UNEF'S FUNCTIONS

Possible reductions in present strength

21. UNEF's present strength of ̂ ,579 represents a progressive reduction in numbers

over the nine years of its existence from a maximum original strength of 6,615 all

ranks, comprising ten contingents. Its task on the ADL and IF cannot be effectively

executed without a sizable number of troops actually stationed on and patrolling

the Line. The present number of troops actually on the Line at any given time

is 2,100, the total number of operational troops in the Force being 3;339- Any

drastic reduction in this number could only be made if the mandate were changed or

the responsibilities of UNEF diminished.

2.2. If UNEF is to be expected to continue to discharge successfully its present

mandate, it must have a certain minimum military capacity to prevent violations of
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the Line by civilians or small military parties from escalating into more serious

affairs. But, on the other hand, since under the best of circumstances IMEF could

not, and should not, try to achieve a real military significance in relation to

the opposing forces, there is no compelling argument for attempting to improve on

its present military effectiveness and its equipment. The use of more

sophisticated equipment for observation or interception could even prove a

disadvantage if it were to arouse the suspicions of either side.

23. The problem of a more effective use of the troops available and a reorganization

both of the Force itself and the methods it uses has been going on for some time

within UNEF itself. This study has already resulted in the use of watch towers on

the ADL which allow for a reduction in static manned posts, in an increased and

more flexible system of patrolling, and in a more rational deployment of units

along the ADL.

2U. However, there is no doubt that the present composition of the Force does not

allow either for the maximum proportion of its strength to be used on the Line nor

for the most efficient and effective deployment of the troops available. For

example, owing to previous reductions in strength, the battalion organization of

the Brazilian Battalion (two companies of two platoons each), the Yugoslav

Battalion (three companies of 100 all ranks each) or of the Danor Battalion

(one company with seven officers, and one company with twelve officers) are not

militarily sound or economical, since they are top-heavy with HQ and administrative

personnel and have a high ratio of officers to other ranks . Similarly the actual

deployment of troops is for various reasons inefficient to some extent (e.g., the

Danor Battalion provides guards for Rafah JO km away, the Swedish Battalion on

the ADL has a post in Sharm el Sheikh and the Indian Battalion on the ADL provides

guards for 115 ATU at El Arish airport). The Canadian Reconnaissance Squadron, a

very highly trained and efficient unit, has a vehicle and radio scale out of all

proportion to the rest of the Force and, though it covers a vast mileage per month,

in fact is only responsible for hk km of the Line and can only operate effectively

in daylight.

25. Without for the moment going into the possibilities of a more sophisticated

and mobile force, using more aircraft, equipment and vehicles, the best force

would, on the basis of present methods of operation, consist of three full and
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coherent battalions on the ADL and one full battalion on the IF including

Sharm el Sheikh. As an example,, such a Force might include one Scandinavian

Battalion (perhaps alternating each rotation between the three countries),,

one Indian Battalion, one Brazilian and one Yugoslav Battalion. The Canadian

Reconnaissance Squadron might be eliminated. Canada would be well represented in

the service units and the Air Unit. The hospital might be provided by a

Scandinavian country other than the country or countries providing the Scandinavian

contingent.

26. The Commander and HQ, staff of UHEF, after detailed study, have reached the

conclusion that it is possible and desirable to streamline the administrative

element of the Force centred on. Rafah. If agreement can be obtained from

Governments providing contingents considerable savings could be made by giving

responsibility for signal and transport operations to one country only (Canada).

The division of responsibility between the Canadian and Indian contingents is also

impracticable from the point of view of command and control and causes duplication

and uneven functioning.

27. Reductions have already been made in HQ UNEF and some reductions in

international and local civilian staff are also already under way.

25. The present organization of 115 A.TU appears to be the minimum necessary for

adequate functioning of the Force.

2.9. The UHEF Hospital, with a total strength of fifty-seven all ranks, represents

a reduction as of April 1965. Experience has shown that this reduction was

excessive and an increase of twelve all ranks is recommended.

30. The above proposals would result in greater operational efficiency. They

would also result in a reduction in strength of UNEF to a total of 3>959« Should

all parts of these proposals be adopted the geographical composition of the Force

at any given time would be approximately as follows:

Brazilian Battalion 600

Scandinavian " 600

Indian " 1,010 (plus service personnel, 126)

Yugoslav " 700

Canadian Contingent 692

Headquarters and Outstations 73

Hospital (provided by another
Scandinavian country) 69

Air Unit (Canadian) 39
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There would be a net reduction in the strength of the Force of 622 from the figure

of ^-,531 on which the 1966 budget estimates are based,

31. The over-all savings which could be made if all of the above proposals were

adopted are estimated at $773,000 in the operational part, part A, of the UKEF

budget^ and $2,725,000 in part B of the budget, or an approximate total of

$3-5 million. The details regarding the calculation of the possible savings L

outlined above are available with the Survey Team. An indication of the savings

which might be effected in the 1966 budget and on a longer-term basis is given

in annex C.

Possible alternative means of discharging functions

32. UNEF has now been operating on roughly the same lines for nearly nine years.

During that time the possibility of alternative means of functioning has been

considered periodically by United Nations Headquarters as well as by the Commander

and his staff. Until now no alternative has been found which would combine

increased efficiency with decreased costs. The fact of the matter is that UNEF,

by normal standards-, is a relatively primitive force in terms of vehicles and

equipment, and can therefore operate on a financial level which is low in comparison

with the cost of a normal fighting unit operating overseas. The fact that UNEF is

not expected, in any circumstances, to engage in conventional military operations,

makes it possible for it to operate on this relatively primitive military basis.

33• The Survey Team has considered possible alternative military means of

discharging the functions of UNEF, starting from the premise that on most, if not

all, of the Line there is no satisfactory substitute for the presence of troops on

the ground. In particular, it examined possibilities of increased mechanization

and mobility both by land and by air which might make possible a sizable reduction

in the strength of the Force. For example, the use of one or two air cavalry

squadrons for patrolling and immediate concentration on the ADL and the remoter

parts of the IF was considered. Both the expense and complication of supporting

and operating these units, which are normally designed for offensive purposes, and

the fact that they would not, in the opinion of the Team, be an adequate and complete

substitute for the regular presence of troops on the ADL, led the Team to conclude

that the addition of air cavalry units to UNEF would not be warranted. Helicopters
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were also considered as a means of making the work of troops on the more rugged

parts of the IF both easier and more effective. V/hile there is certainly room for

improvement in both the quantity and quality of the present types of vehicles

available to UNEF, the terrain and the task are such that it was felt that a major

change in the vehicle establishment might make for increased operational

effectiveness, but it would not result in a reduction in strength. The desirability

of increased military effectiveness is dealt with in paragraph 22 above.

jU. There is no doubt that the addition of helicopters would facilitate the work

of troops on the IF. This is a question which has been considered periodically in

the past and rejected on the basis of cost and operating difficulties. The Survey

Team believes that here again such a change at this time would be liable to increase

expenditures with no corresponding saving in manpower, although the possibility

should be kept under review. Air patrols and observation are carried out regularly

along the IF and are a useful part of IMEF's surveillance activity, but they are a

supplement to, and not a substitute for, the presence of troops on the ground.

They could only possibly reduce the necessity of having troops on the ground if

they were used in combination with air cavalry elements, which have been mentioned

above. Thus, though extra light aircraft for air observation might to some extent

increase the intensity and effectiveness of IMEF's surveillance, they would increase

rather than decrease costs and are therefore not recommended, since the present

establishment of two light aircraft would seem to be adequate and efficient.

35- Various suggestions have been made as to the utility of special devices,

especially in relation to the saving of manpower. In particular, short- and

medium-range radar and infra-red devices have been mentioned as methods of improving

night surveillance. Such devices would undoubtedly increase to some extent the

effectiveness of IMEF's night patrolling, but are not a substitute for it. Nor is

it believed that the slight reductions which such devices would make possible in

night patrol patterns would compensate for the extra expense and complication

involved.

36. The Team gave special consideration to the possibilities of increasing

observation tasks in relation to patrols and fixed posts within the present plan

of operation of the Force. Observation has already been greatly improved by the

programme, which is continuing, of building watch-towers on the ADL. These towers
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have made it possible to decrease the number of manned posts on the ADL by day and

to increase the efficiency of surveillance. The Team examined the possibility of

reducing the number of troops on the IF by the increased use of observation methods.

The difficulty on the IF is that the terrain is so rugged as to make some stretches

of the Line virtually inaccessible,, and the maintenance of static observation posts

in such country would be neither practicable nor useful. Air observation is already

used on the IF in conjunction with ground patrols,, and the Team reluctantly concluded

that increased observation would not lessen the need for troops on the ground based

on the camps at present located behind the IF. The further possibilities of

observation methods should, however, be a matter of continuing study.

37. In considering such possibilities,, which are at first sight attractive from

the point of view of economy, it is necessary to bear in mind the experience of the

United Nations with other observation missions, notably United Nations Truce

Supervision Organization in Palestine (UHTSO) and United Nations Military Observer

Group in India and Pakistan (UNMCGIP). The nature of these missions gives them no

responsibility for actually preventing incidents and violations. In their task of

preventing the escalation of incidents these missions have largely relied on

observation, reporting and a procedure of joint investigation and the awarding of

violations which is agreed and accepted by both sides. It should also be remembered

that the Gaza-Sinai Line is covered by the Armistice Agreements and is theoretically

in the sphere of responsibility of UNTSO. The machinery of the Egyptian-Israel

Mixed Armistice Commission still exists but has been unable to function effectively

in the area since 195& due to the denunciation of the Armistice Agreement between

Israel and the United Arab Republic by one of the parties to it. Furthermore, the

effectiveness of an observer operation requires the presence of observers on both

sides of the Line and the observance of a demilitarized zone along the Line by both

sides. These considerations have caused the Survey Team to consider that a

predominantly observer operation would be inadequate to the fulfilment of the

mandate of UNEF at the present time.

33. The increased use of animals to assist patrols might be considered. The

experience of the "Danor" and Swedish Battalions, which use dogs on foot patrols,

has been reportedly quite successful. The Team found that horses and camels are

presently being used for patrols by the Gaza police. The Team believes that it
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would be useful to explore further whether some savings might be obtained by using

horses for transporting men on patrols on the ADL or part of it.

IV. PROBLEMS ARISING FROM THE NATIONAL COMPOSITION OF THE FORCE

39. The cost of reimbursing Governments for the extraordinary expenses incurred

by them in relation to pay and allowances of the contingents they provide represents

in the 1966 budget $3.6 million out of the $13.5 million total. These

reimbursements are unequally divided between the contingents , the largest share

of the $3.6 million total being absorbed by three or four contingents. It is

therefore obvious that if the Secretary-General were able to change the composition

of the Force either by retaining only those contingents whose Governments' claims

are relatively low, or by replacing "expensive contingents" by less costly ones,

very substantial savings could be made.

hO. The Survey Team is well aware of the numerous political and other problems

involved in this situation. The Team, therefore, feels that it is not in a position

to recommend to the Secretary-General a drastic change in the composition of IMEF

based on the complete elimination of one or two contingents, or the replacement of

the more expensive contingents, although, theoretically, a reorganization of UNEF

on this basis would be the surest way of rapidly obtaining important reductions in

expenditure. Nevertheless, these considerations should be borne in mind in

considering the proposal for streamlining the Force suggested in part III above,

where a change in the present composition of the Force is suggested without actually

eliminating any of the present contingents, but rather by arranging for the presence

of some of them in rotation. The success of this proposal in reducing expenditure,

while at the same time maintaining UNEF at the necessary strength, will be dependent

in some measure upon the extent to which Governments providing contingents are

prepared to agree to the changes suggested.

V. MAIN CONCLUSIONS

l]-l. The Team did not find itself in a position to suggest more important cuts in

the UNEF budget than those put forward in this report, since these would inevitably

affect the Force's capacity to discharge its present functions and would possibly

result in an increase of incidents and violations along the Line. The Survey Team
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consequently does not believe that any radical reorganization or reduction of IMEF

would be advisable unless it were decided to alter and limit the mandate of the

Force. In the light of its observations in the area, the Team also concluded that

a change in the mandate of the Force is not feasible in the prevailing conditions .

k2. The Team proposes a streamlining of the Force along the lines suggested in

paragraphs 25-51 above.

kj. In view of the proposed reduction in strength of the Force and considering the

large United Nations investment which the Rafah Base represents, the Team recommends

that the Base should be surveyed in detail by independent experts with a view to

possible consequent savings in this area also.

kk. The Team suggests that the problems of establishing a uniform system of

rotation based on one year's service with UWEF, should again be explored with the

Governments concerned.
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ANNEX A

TEEMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE TEAM TO UNDERTAKE THE NEW SURVEY OF UNEF

v The terms of reference of the survey team are the following:

I (a) The main purpose of the survey shall be to take a hard look at the

4 functioning of UREF vith a view to determining whether and where economies may be

reasonably made without adversely affecting the basic functions of the Force as

they now exist.

(b) The basic functions of UNEF;, as established by practice over the years,

are the following:

to act as an informal buffer between the armed forces of Israel and the United

Arab Republic along the Armistice Demarcation Line and the International

Frontiers;

to prevent illegal crossings of these lines by civilians of either side, for

whatever purpose, in order to avert incidents; and

to observe and report on all violations of the lines whether on land, sea,

or in the air.

(c) The survey team should determine whether those basic functions could,

in fact, be discharged by a force substantially reduced in numbers from its present

strength; whether there are means of discharging those functions effectively other

than those now employed and which might require fewer men and cost less; and whether

there is any declining need with regard to the exercise of any of those functions.

(d) The survey team should consider, in the light of prevailing circumstances

along the lines, whether it would be feasible to consider changing the present

mandate of the Force by reducing its existing functions and responsibilities without

increasing the risk of trouble along the lines.

(e) The survey team should examine whether increased mechanization and mobility

and greater use of aerial patrols could make possible a reduction in the Force

without loss of effectiveness in the discharge of its current responsibilities.

(f) The survey team should give some attention to the questions whether

Military Observers in place of a peace force could be expected to be able to meet

the needs of the existing situation.

(g) Attention should be given also to the question as to what would be the

likely result if UNEF were to be withdrawn altogether without any substitute

United Nations presence.
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ANNEX B

ANALYSIS OF VIOLATIONS AND INCIDENTS
IN UNEF AREA OF OPEEATIONS

1. The record of violations of the ADL/IF and the Restricted Zone over the last

four years from 1 August 1961 to 1 August 1965 is shown in annex A. A broad

analysis of the incidents and violations is given in the following paragraphs.

General

2. There has, throughout the period,, been approximately one ground incident

(Turing every four days. Further, it has "been noticed that firing across the

ADL/IF from ICT to UARCT and vice versa has occurred approximately 5 to 10 times

every year in spite of the deployment and patrolling of UNEF in the area. Luring

this period there have been thirteen cases in -which firing was directed on UNEF

observation posts and patrols. In five of these cases the firing was accidental.

Only in one case was a UNEF soldier wounded.

Grossing of the ADL/IF

3. A study of the crossings of the ADL/IF show that there have been between

72 to 120 crossings per year in both directions. As an example we have taken the

comparative figures for the period 1 January to 31 October 196̂  and 1 January to

31 October 19̂ 5 in order that conclusions may be drawn as to the quantum and

quality of violations in successive years 196̂  and 19^5-

Violations from ICT to UARCT

k. (a) Crossings from ICT to UARCT - 1 January to 31 October 196̂

During this period there was a total of 101 crossings, of which 36 were by

military patrols involving 2^2 armed personnel. These crossings by military patrols

have usually been 10 to 30 metres in depth on the IF and 5 "to 20 metres in depth

on the ADL. Of these, 7 "to 10 violations were of a more serious nature in which

military patrols came inside UARCT for a distance of 60 to 2,000 metres. In such

cases UNEF patrols stopped the IDF patrols and asked them to go back, which in

most cases they did. In two cases several shots were fired on the IDF patrols

from UARCT.
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(b) Crossing from ICT to UARCT - 1 January to 51 October 1965

During the same period in 19̂ 5 only 65 crossings took place, of which ̂ 7 were

by IDF patrols involving a total of 599 armed personnel. The number of crossings

in 1965 was reduced to some extent due in the opinion of UHEF HQ to more intensive

day and night patrolling by UHEF Units deployed on the ADL/IF. However, the actual

nature of the violations in 19̂ 5 was more serious than in 196̂ . For example., in

the Danor Battalion Sector there were,, during a two-month period, three serious

violations by IDF patrols. These violations were intentional and deliberates

although undertaken perhaps more in a spirit of adventure and bravado, and possibly

due to decisions taken at a junior commander level by IDF troops. If UHEF were not

deployed in the area, such adventurous but deliberate violations might have resulted

in a clash between the IDF patrols and PLA posts deployed just behind the Restricted

Zone on the ADL.

Comparison of Violations from ICT on ADL and IF

5- A study has also been made of the proportion of crossings of the IF in

relation to those of the ADL. During the period (August 196̂  - August 1965)

there was a total of 63 crossings by armed patrols. Cut of these,, 51 were on the

IF and 12 on the ADL. In the opinion of UHEF HQ the high proportion of crossings

on the IF is due to two reasons. Firstly, the UHEF posts on the IF are widely

dispersed, and patrolling and observation of the IF is not so intensive and

thorough as on the ADL. Second, the IDF's Intention in sending these patrols

across the IF is possibly to find information about the UAE Army which is deployed

in the Sinai behind the IMEF posts. It Is also likely that due to the widely

dispersed nature of the posts, some violations by IDF patrols may have gone

unnoticed by UHEF.

Violations from UARCT to ICT

6. In 196̂ 4 (January - October) there was a total of 51 violations of the ADL/IF

from the UAR, but only two were by military patrols involving three personnel. In

1965 (January - October) 21 crossings were observed, of which one was by a military

patrol.
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7. In the opinion of UNEF HQ the number of crossings from UARCT to ICT have been

less as compared to the number from ICT to UARCT because of the "Restricted Zone"

on the ADL and IF. If a similar zone existed on the Israeli side of the ADL/IF, the

number of crossings from the Israeli side would probably be reduced. However, there

have been a number of violations of the "Restricted Zone" in the UAR side, and the

details of these have been analysed in the succeeding paragraph.

Violations of the Restricted Zone by UAR Personnel

8. 7n 196̂  (January - October) there were 76 violations of the Restricted Zone;

of which 25 were by military patrols involving 65 military personnel. In 19̂ 5

(January - October) there were 8^- violations of the Restricted Zone, of which 56

were by military patrols involving a total of 1C6 armed personnel.

9- In the opinion of UWEF HQ the violations of the Restricted Zone during 1965

have not only shown an increase but have been more deliberate due to the increased

activity of the PLA in the Gaza Strip.

Air Violations

10. On an average there have been 1 to 2 air violations per day and approximately

300 to J-i-00 violations during any one year. Approximately >5 Per cent of the air

violations have been from ICT to UARCT. Fifty per cent of such violations can be

ascribed either to navigational errors or to peculiar flying conditions

necessitated because of the location of air strips (e.g. violations of the

north-east sector of the Danor Battalion). Twenty-five per cent to 35 per cent

of the above violations are serious and have been committed either by adventurous

pilots or for reconnaissance purposes.

Sea Violations

11. Violations of the seaward extension of the ADL have, generally speaking, been

of a non-serious nature. Crossings are usually made by fishing boats cr commercial

ships.
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ANNEX C

UNITED NATIONS EMERGENCY FORCE

Revised cost estimates for the period 1 January to 31 December 1966

1966 Estimated Estimated
Budget reductions on an reductions
estimates annual basis in 1966

in US dollars

PART A. Operating costs incurred "by the United Nations

Section 1. MILITARY PERSONNEL

Chapter

I. Allowances ....... •. •. 1,̂ 15, 000 195,000 125,000
II. Rotation of contingents •„ . 1 ,,179, 000 65,000 ( 2 5 .,000)
III. Travel and subsistence . . . 93,000 5,000 2,000

Total, section 1 2,687,000 265,000 102,000

Section 2. OPERATIONAL EXPENSES

Ghapter

I. Purchase of equipment
(i) Motor transport and

heavy mobile equipment 2lkL,000 23,000 10,000
(ii) Miscellaneous

operational equipment . 85,000 10,000 5,000

II. Maintenance and operation
of equipment .
(i) Maintenance and operation

of motor transport heavy
mobile equipment and' •
stationary engines . '. 657,000 50,000 35,000

(ii) Operation of aircraft . 395,000

III. Supplies and services
(i) Stationery and office

supplies 60,000 5,000 2,000
(ii) Operational supplies and

services 900,000 100,000 80,000
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1966 Estimated Estimated
Budget reductions on an reductions
estimates annual basis in 1966

in US dollars

PART A. Operating costs incurred by the United Nations (continued)

Section 2. OPERATIONAL EXPENSES (continued)

IV. Communications services . . 35;500

V. Freight, cartage and express 260̂ 000 25,000 10,000

VI. External audit .......... 17,000

VII. Claims and adjustments . . . 5?000

Total section 6 1,9̂ 4-1,000 80,000

Section 7. CONTINGENCIES .... 100,000

Total, section 2 2,655,500 215,000 1̂ 2,000

Section J.. RENTAL OF PREMISES . .. 170,000 10,000 3,000

Section h. RATIONS 1,050,000 160,000 130,000

Section 5. WELFARE

Chapter

I. Leave centre 300,000 U0,000 20,000
II. Recreational and sports

supplies' . . . . . . . . . . 13,000
III. Films . . . : 57,500
IV. Live shcms '. 10,000
V. Postage for personal mail . 51,000 7,000 3,000

Total section 5 1̂ 1,500 lj-7,000 23,000

Section 6. NON-MILITARY PERSONNEL

Chapter

I. Salaries of international
staff 736,000 30,000

II. Salaries and wages of locally-
recruited staff ...... 810,000 50,000

III. Common staff costs .... , 175,000
IV. Travel and subsistence . . . 220,000

Total, part A 9,035,000 775,000 0̂0,000
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1966 Estimated Estimated
Budget reductions on an reductions
estimates annual basis in 1966

in US dollars

PART B. Reimbursement of extra and extraordinary costs incurred
by Governments providing contingents

Section 8. REIMBURSEMENT IN RESPECT
OF EXTRA AND EXTRA-
ORDINARY COSTS RELATIKG
TO FAY AND ALLCVANCES
OF CONTINGENTS .... 8,6l8,000 2,535,000 1,500,000

Section 9. REIMBURSEMENT IN RESPECT
OF EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS
AND SUPPLIES FURNISHED
BY GOVERNMENTS TO THEIR
CONTINGENTS ..... 791,000 190,000 130,000

Section 10. REIMBURSEMENT IN RESPECT
OF DEATH AND DISABILITY

. AWARDS ON BEHALF OF
MEMBERS OF COWTIGENTS 75,COO

Total, part B 9̂ 8l|-,000 2,725,000 1,630,000

GRAND TOTAL 18,519,000 3̂ 500,000 2,030,000
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Twenty-second session

UNITED NATIONS EMERGENCY FORCE

Special report of the Secretary-General

1. This special report is submitted in accordance with paragraph h of General

Assembly resolution 1125 (Xl) of 2 February 195?.

2. On 18 May 19&7, at 12 noon, I received through the Permanent Representative

of the United Arab Republic to the United Nations the following message from

Mr. Mahmoud Riad, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the United Arab Republic:

"The Government of the United Arab Republic has the honour to inform
Your Excellency that it has decided to terminate the presence of the
United Nations Emergency Force from the territory of the United Arab
Republic and Gaza Strip.

"Therefore, I request that the necessary steps be taken for the
withdrawal of the Force as soon as possible.

"I avail myself of this opportunity to express to Your Excellency
my gratitude and warm regards."

3- I replied to the above message in the early evening of 18 May as follows:

"I have the honour to acknowledge your letter to me of 18 May
conveying the message from the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the United
Arab Republic concerning the United Nations Emergency Force. Please be
so kind as to transmit to the Foreign Minister the following message
in reply:

"'Dear Mr. Minister,

'Your message informing me that your Government no longer consents
to the presence of the United Nations Emergency Force on the territory
of the United Arab Republic, that is to say in Sinai, and in the Gaza
Strip, and requesting that the necessary steps be taken for its
withdrawal as soon as possible, was delivered to me by the Permanent
Representative of the United Arab Republic at noon on 18 May.

67-11̂ 13
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'As I have indicated to your Permanent Representative on 16 May,
the United Nations Emergency Force entered Egyptian territory with
the consent of your Government and in fact can remain there only so
long as that consent continues. In view of the message now received
from you, therefore, your Government's request will be complied with
and I am proceeding to issue instructions for the necessary
arrangements to be put in train without delay for the orderly withdrawal
of the Force, its vehicles and equipment and for the disposal of all
properties pertaining to it. I am, of course, also bringing this
development and my actions and intentions to the attention of the
UNEF Advisory Committee and to all Governments providing contingents
for the Force. A full report covering this development will be
submitted promptly by me to the General Assembly, and I consider it
necessary to report also to the Security Council about seme aspects
of the current situation in the area.

'Irrespective of the reasons for the action you have taken, in
all frankness, may I advise you that I have serious misgivings about
it for, as I have said each year in my annual reports to the General
Assembly on UNEF, I believe that this Force has been an important
factor in maintaining relative quiet in the area of its deployment
during the past ten years and that its withdrawal may have grave
implications for peace.

'With warm personal regards.'"

k. Instructions relating to the withdrawal of UMEF were cabled by me to the

Force Commander in the evening of 18 May.

5. As background, the General Assembly will recall that in resolution 1125 (Xl)

the General Assembly considered "that, after full withdrawal of Israel frcm the

Sharm el Sheikh and Gaza areas, the scrupulous maintenance of the Armistice

Agreement requires the placing of the United Nations Emergency Force on the

Egyptian-Israel armistice demarcation line and the implementation of other

measures as proposed in the Secretary-General's report, with due regard to the

considerations set out therein with a view to assist in achieving situations

conducive to the maintenance of peaceful conditions in the area". The General

Assembly further requested the Secretary-General, in paragraph h of resolution

1125 (Xl) "in consultation with the parties concerned, to take steps to carry out

these measures and to report, as appropriate, to the General Assembly". Since the

eleventh session of the General Assembly the Secretary-General has reported to

the Assembly annually on the Force.
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6. The general considerations which I have had in mind and the sequence of events

leading up to the present situation are set out in an aide-memoire of 17 May which

I handed to the Permanent Representative of the United Arab Republic at 5.30 p.m.

on 17 May, the text of which reads as follows:

"l. The Secretary-General of the United Nations requests the Permanent
Representative of the United Arab Republic to the United Nations to convey to
his Government the Secretary-General's most serious concern over the situation
that has arisen with regard to the United Nations Emergency Force in the past
twenty-four hours as a result of the demands upon it made by United Arab
Republic military authorities and of certain actions of United Arab Republic
troops in the area.

"2. Before engaging in detail, the Secretary-General wishes to make the
following general points entirely clear:

(a) He does not in any sense question the authority of the Government of
the United Arab Republic to deploy its troops as it sees fit in United Arab
Republic territory or territory under the control of the United Arab Republic.

(b) In the sectors of Gaza and Sinai, however, it must be recognized
that the deployment of troops of the United Arab Republic in areas in which
UNEF troops are stationed and carrying out their functions may have very
serious implications for UNEF, its functioning and its continued presence in
.the area.

(c) The Commander of UNEF cannot comply with any requests affecting the
disposition of UNEF troops emanating from any source other than United
Nations Headquarters, and the orders delivered to General Rikhye on l6 May
by military officers of the United Arab Republic were not right procedurally
and quite rightly were disregarded by General Rikhye.

(d) UNEF has been deployed in Gaza and Sinai for more than ten years
for the purpose of maintaining quiet along the Armistice Demarcation Line and
the International Frontier. It has served this purpose with much distinction.
It went into the area and has remained there with the full consent of the
Government of the United Arab Republic. If that consent should be withdrawn
or so qualified as to make it impossible for the Force to function effectively,
the Force, of course, will be withdrawn.

"3« The following is the sequence of events which have given rise to the
present crisis:

(a) At 2200 hours LT on l6 May Brigadier Eiz-El-Din Mokhtar handed to
General Rikhye, the Commander of UNEF, the following letter:
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'To your information,, I gave my instructions to all UAR Armed
Forces to be ready for action against Israel the moment it might
carry out any aggressive action against any Arab country. Due to
these instructions our troops are already concentrated in Sinai on
our eastern borders. For the sake of complete secure of all UN troops
which install OPs along our borders, I request that you issue your
orders to withdraw all these troops immediately. I have given my
instructions to our Commander of the eastern zone concerning this
subject. Inform back the fulfilment of this request. Yours, Farik Aval:
(M. Fawzy) COS of UAR Armed Forces.1

(b) The Commander of UNEF replied that he had noted the contents of
General Fawzy*s letter and would report immediately to the Secretary-General
for instructions, since he had no authority to withdraw any troops of IMEF,
or in any other way to redeploy UBEF troops, except on instructions from
the Secretary-General.

(c) On learning of the substance of General Fawzy!s letter to
General Rikhye, the Secretary-General asked the Permanent Representative
of the United Arab Republic to the United Nations to see him immediately.
The Permanent Representative of the United Arab Republic came to the Secretary-
General's office at 18̂ 5 hours on l6 May. The Secretary-General requested
him to communicate with his Government with the utmost urgency and to transmit
to them his views, of which the following is a summary:

(i) The letter addressed to the Commander of UNEF was not right
procedurally since the Commander of UNEF could not take orders
affecting his command from a source other than the Secretary-General.
General Rikhye was therefore correct in his insistence on taking
no action until he received instructions from the Secretary-General.

(ii) The exact intent of General Fawzyrs letter needed clarification.
If it meant the temporary withdrawal of IMEF troops from the Line
or from parts of it, it would be unacceptable because the purpose
of the United Nations Force in Gaza and Sinai is to prevent a
recurrence of fighting, and it cannot be asked to stand aside in
order to enable the two sides to resume fighting. If it was
intended to mean a general withdrawal of IMEF from Gaza and Sinai,
the communication should have been addressed to the Secretary-General
from the Government of the United Arab Republic and not to the
Commander of UNEF from the Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces of
the United Arab Republic.
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(ill) If it was the intention of the Government of the United Arab
Republic to withdraw the consent which it gave in 195̂  for the
stationing of UWEF on the territory of the United Arab Republic and
in Gaza it was, of course, entitled to do so- Since, however, the
basis for the presence of UWEF was an agreement made directly
between President Nasser and Dag Hammarskjbld as Secretary-General
of the United Nations, any request for the withdrawal of UWEF must
come directly to the Secretary-General from the Government of the
United Arab Republic. On receipt of such a request, the Secretary-
General would order the withdrawal of all UWEF troops from Gaza and
Sinai, simultaneously informing the General Assembly of what he was
doing and why.

(iv) A request by the United Arab Republic authorities for a temporary
withdrawal of UWEF from the Armistice Demarcation Line and the
International Frontier, or from any parts of them, would be
considered by the Secretary-General as tantamount to a request for
the complete withdrawal of UWEF from Gaza and Sinai, since this would
reduce UWEF to ineffectiveness.

(d) The Secretary-General informed the Commander of UWEF of the position
as outlined above, as explained to the Permanent Representative of the
United Arab Republic, and instructed him to do all that he reasonably could
to maintain all UWEF positions pending further instructions.

(e) At C800 hours Z on 17 May, the Commander of UWEF reported that on
the morning of 17 May, 30 soldiers of the Army of the United Arab Republic
had occupied El Sabha in Sinai and that their troops were deployed in the
immediate vicinity of the UWEF Observation Post there. Three armoured cars
of the United Arab Republic were located near the Yugoslav UWEF camp at
El Sabha and detachments of 15 soldiers each had taken up positions north
and south of the Yugoslav camp at El Amr. All UWEF Observation Posts along
the Armistice Demarcation Line and International Frontier were manned as
usual.

(f) At 10JO hours Z on 17 May, the Commander of UWEF reported that droops
of the United Arab Republic had occupied the UNEF Observation Post on
El Sabha and that the Yugoslav UWEF camps at El Quseima and El Sabha were
now behind the positions of the Army of the United Arab Republic. The
Commander of UWEF informed the Chief of the United Arab Republic Liaison
Service of these developments, expressing his serious concern at them.
The Chief of the United Arab Republic Liaison Service agreed to request the
immediate vacation of the Observation Post at El Sabha by troops of the
United Arab Republic and shortly thereafter reported that orders to this effect
had been given by the United Arab Republic military authorities. He requested,
however, that to avoid any future misunderstandings the Yugoslav Observation
Post at El Sabha should be immediately withdrawn to El Quseima camp. The
Commander replied that any such withdrawal would require the authorization of
the Secretary-General.
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(g) At 1200 hours Zf the Chief of the United Arab Republic Liaison
Service conveyed to the Commander of UNEF a request from General IVbhd Favzy,
Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces of the United Arab Republic, for the
withdrawal of UNEF Yugoslav detachments in the Sinai within twenty-four hours.
He added that the Commander of UNEF might take forty-eight hours or so to
withdraw the UNEF detachment from Sharm El Sheikh.

(h) At 1330 hours Z, the Commander of UNEF reported that a sizable
detachment of troops of the United Arab Republic was moving into the UNEF area
at El Kuntilla»

"h. The Secretary-General is obliged to state that UNEF cannot remain in the
field under the conditions described in the foregoing paragraphs. The function
of UNEF has been to assist in maintaining quiet along the Line by acting as a
deterrent to infiltration and as a buffer between the opposing forces. It can
discharge neither of these functions if it is removed from the Line and finds
itself stationed behind forces of the United Arab Republic. In other words,
UNEF, which has contributed so greatly to the relative quiet which has
prevailed in the area in which it has been deployed for more than ten years,
cannot now be asked to stand aside in order to become a silent and helpless
witness to an armed confrontation between the parties. If, therefore, the
orders to the troops of the United Arab Republic referred to above are
maintained, the Secretary-General will have no choice but to order the
withdrawal of UNSF from Gaza and Sinai as expeditiously as possible.

"5. The Secretary-General wishes also to inform the Permanent Representative
of the United Arab Republic that as of now, on the basis of the fully reliable
reports received from the Chief of Staff of the United Nations Truce
Supervision Organization in Palestine, there have been no recent indications of
troop movements or concentrations along any of the Lines which should give rise
to undue concern,

"6. The Secretary-General requests the Permanent Representative of the United
Arab Republic to transmit the contents of this aide-memoire with utmost urgency
to his Government."

7. At the same time the following aide-memoire dated 17 May was handed by me to

the Permanent Representative of the United Arab Republic:

"it will be recalled that in an aide-memoire attached to the report of the
Secretary-General on basic points for the presence and functioning in Egypt of
the United Nations Emergency Force _!/ it was recorded that:

_!/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Eleventh Session, Annexes, agenda
item 6 6 , document A / 3 3 7 5 - •
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tl. The Government of Egypt declares that, when exercising its
sovereign rights on any matter concerning the presence and functioning
of UNEF, it will be guided, in good faith, by its acceptance of General
Assembly resolution 1CCO (ES-l) of 5 November 1956.'

The aide-memoire also records that:

12. The United Nations takes note of this declaration of the
Government of Egypt and declares that the activities of UNEF will be
guided, in good faith, by the task established for the Force in the
aforementioned resolutions; in particular, the United Nations,
understanding this to correspond to the vishes of the Government of
Egypt, reaffirms its willingness to maintain UNEF until its task is
completed.'

"The General Assembly, in resolution 1121 (Xl) of 2k November 1956,
noted with approval the contents of the aide-memoire referred to above.

"The Minister for Foreign Affairs of Egypt, in concluding on behalf of
the Government of Egypt the agreement of 8 February 1957 concerning the
status of the United Nations Emergency Force in Egypt, recalled:

*... the declaration of the Government of Egypt that, when exercising
its sovereign powers on any matter concerning the presence and
functioning of the United Nations Emergency Force, it would be guided,
in good faith, by its acceptance of the General Assembly resolution
of 5 November 1956 ...*"

8. As a result of the situation described above, I held an informal meeting with

the representatives of the countries providing contingents to UNEF in the late

afternoon of 17 May. I informed them of the situation as then known and there was

an exchange of views.

9- Since the first aide-memoire was written the following developments have been

reported by the Commander of UNEF:

(a) Early on 18 May, the sentries of the UNEF Yugoslav detachment were forced

out of their observation post on the International Frontier near El Kuntilla camp.

At 1220 hours GMT on 18 May 1967, soldiers of the United Arab Republic forced UNEF

soldiers of the Yugoslav contingent to withdraw from the observation post on the

International Frontier in front of El Amr camp, and later officers of the United

Arab Republic visited El Amr camp and asked the UNEF Yugoslav platoon to withdraw

within fifteen minutes.
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(b) At 1210 hours GMT on 18 May, officers of the United Arab Republic visited

the Yugoslav camp at Sharm el Sheikh and informed the Commanding Officer that they

had come to take over the camp and the UNEF observation post at Eas Nasrani,

demanding a reply within fifteen minutes.

(c) At 1̂ -30 hours GMT on 18 May, the UWEF Yugoslav detachment at El Quseima

camp reported that two artillery shells, apparently ranging rounds from the United

Arab Republic artillery, had burst between the UNEF Yugoslav camps at El Quseima

and El Sabha.

(d) At 0857 hours GMT on 18 May, a UNEF aircraft carrying Major-General

Rikhye, the Commander of UNEF, on a flight from El Arish to Gaza was intercepted

west of the Armistice Demarcation Line by two Israel military aircraft which

tried to make the IMEF aircraft follow them to the Israel side of the Line to

land, and went so far as to fire several warning shots. The pilot of the United

Nations aircraft, on instructions from the IMEF Commander, ignored these efforts

and proceeded to land at Gaza. I have strongly protested this incident to the

Government of Israel through the Permanent Representative of Israel to the United

Nations. The Chief of Staff of the Israel Defence Forces has since conveyed

regrets for this incident to Major-General Rikhye.

10. Late in the afternoon of 18 May, I convened a meeting of the UMEF Advisory

Committee, set up under the terms of paragraphs 6, 8 and 9 of resolution

1001 (ES-l) of 7 November 1956, and the representatives of three countries not

members of the Advisory Committee but providing contingents to UHEF to inform

them of developments and to consult them on the situation.

11. The exchange of notes between the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the United

Arab Republic and the Secretary-General, quoted at the beginning of this report,

explains the position which I have found myself compelled to adopt under the

resolutions of the General Assembly and the agreements reached between the

Secretary-General of the United Nations and the Egyptian authorities as the basis

for the entry of UNEF into the territory of the United Arab Republic in

November 1956, and its subsequent deployment in Gaza and Sinai in 1957-
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12. I have taken this position for the following main reasons:

(a) The United Nations Emergency Force was introduced into the territory of

the United Arab Republic on the basis of an agreement reached in Cairo between the

Secretary-General of the United Nations and the President of Egypt, and it therefore

has seemed fully clear to me that since United Arab Republic consent was withdrawn

it was incumbent on the Secretary-General to give orders for the withdrawal of the

Force. The consent of the host country is a basic principle which has applied to

all United Nations peace-keeping operations.

(b) In practical fact, UNEF cannot remain or function without the continuing

consent and co-operation of the host country.

(c) I have also been influenced by my deep concern to avoid any action which

•would either compromise or endanger the contingents which make up the Force. The

United Nations Emergency Force is, after all, a peace-keeping and not an enforcement

operation.

(d) In the face of the request for the withdrawal of the Force, there seemed

to me to be no alternative course of action which could be taken by the Secretary-

General without putting in question the sovereign authority of the Government of the

United Arab Republic within its O'wn territory.

15. I cannot conclude this report without expressing the deepest concern as to the

possible implications of the latest developments for peace in the area. For more

than ten years UNEF, acting as a buffer between the opposing forces of Israel and the

United Arab Republic on the Armistice Demarcation Line in Gaza and the International

Frontier in Sinai, has been the principal means of maintaining quiet in the area.

Its removal inevitably restores the armed confrontation of the United Arab Republic

and Israel and removes the stabilizing influence of an international force operating

along the boundaries between the two nations. Much as I regret this development, I

have no option but to respect and acquiesce in the request of the Government of the

United Arab Republic. I can only express the hope that both sides will now exercise

the utmost calm and restraint in this new situation, which otherwise will be fraught

with danger.
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Ik, Finally, I must express the highest appreciation to the Governments of

all the Members of the United Nations which have supported UNEF and especially

to those which have provided the military contingents -which made up the Force.

The appreciation of the United Nations is also due to the many thousand officers

and men who have served so loyally and with such distinction in UNEF. The Force

at its inception represented an extraordinary innovation in the efforts of the

world community to find improved methods of keeping the peace. For more than

ten years it has fulfilled its functions with a far greater degree of success

than could have been hoped for. It is, in fact, the model upon which many hopes

for the future effectiveness of the United Nations in peace-keeping have been

based. Its termination at this particular time raises serious anxiety as to the

maintenance of peace in the area, in which it is operating. In this anxious time,

therefore, I feel it my duty to appeal not only to the parties directly affected

by the withdrawal of UNEF to do all in their power to keep the peace, but also to

all the Members of the United Nations to intensify their efforts both for the

maintenance of peace in this particular situation and for the improvement of the

capacity of the organization to maintain peace. It goes without saying that

I shall continue to do all within my power towards the attainment of both these

objectives.
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Press Release
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SECRETARY-GENERAL'S MESSAGE TO Tf IE COMMANDER OF UHEF

Following is the text of a message sent on 19 May by the Secretary-General,

U Thant, to Major General I.J. Rikhye, Coiorander of the United Nations Emergency

Force (UNEF) :

"Today, 19 May 1967, when the withdrawal of the United Nations Emergency

Force from Gaza and Sinai is beginning, I am sending you this personal message.

Your connexion with UNEF goes back to the early days of its existence when you

served most ably as its first Chief of Staff and as things have turned out you

have also served as its last Commander. You, therefore, know as well as any-

one what the Force has achieved and what it has meant not only in terms of the

maintenance of peace and quiet in its area of operation, but also in terms of

the broader concept of the capacity of the United Nations to maintain peace.

You have served the cause of UNEF and the United Nations most devotedly at

various times during the past ten years, and I know that the withdrawal of UNEF

must be a correspondingly heavy blow for you personally. You have handled the

very delicate situation of the last few days with great skill and firmness and

you will, I know, conduct the withdrawal of the Force with equal ability. Please

accept my warm appreciation for your most distinguished service as Commander

of UNEF and my personal good wishes."

#
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SECRETARY-GEEBHAL' 5 MESSAGE TO ALL OFFICERS AND MEN OF UMSF

Following is the text of a message sent on 19 May "by the Secretary-General,

U Thant, to all officers and men of the United Nations Emergency Force (UHEF):

"Today, 19 May 1967, you will have received orders to commence the with-

drawal of the United Nations Emergency Force from its area of operation in Gaza

and Sinai. This means that within a relatively short space of time you will toe

returning to your home countries, and UNEF, the first peace-keeping force of the

United Nations, will no longer exist. First of all, I wish to make it entirely

clear that the withdrawal of UKEF at this time for overriding political reasons

is in no sense the smallest reflection upon the performance or the behaviour of

the Force. On the contrary, the Force has operated with outstanding success

ever since the time of its establishment more than ten years ago, and the recent

months have been no exception to this very fine record. In my special report of

18 my 1967 to the General Assembly on the decision to withdraw UNEF, I said

the following;
trt Finally, I must express the highest appreciation to the

Governments of all the Members of the United Nations which have

supported UNSF and especially to those which have provided the

military contingents which made up the Force. The appreciation

of the United Nations is also due to the many thousand officers

and men who have served so loyally and with such distinction in

UNEF. The Force at its inception represented an extraordinary

innovation in the efforts of the world community to find improved

methods of keeping the peace. For more than ten years it has ful-

filled its functions with a far greater degree of success than could

have been hoped for. It is, in fact, ttee model upon which many hopes

for the future effectiveness of the United Nations in peace keeping

have been based.'

(more)
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"The very anxiety throughout the war.ld which the termination of UMEF at

this particular time raises is in iteelf a measure of the value of the service

which UNEF has performed. UNSF by its conduct and the successful discharge of

a very difficult task has certainly proved that the pioneering task of peace

keeping undertaken by the United Nations in 1956 has never suffered from a lack

of skilled, courageous, disciplined and..'devoted soldiers of peace.

"I wish to express to all of you, and also to the many thousands of

officers and men who have'served at.other times in USEF, my warm appreciation

and admiration for your loyal and distinguished, service .to the United Nations.

I extend to all of you my best wishes for the future."

#
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MESSAGE TO SECRETARY-GENERAL FRCM FOREIGN MINISTER OF UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC

The following message from Mahmoud Riad, Minister of Foreign Affairs of

the United Arab Republic, was received today by the Secretary-General, U Thant,

and has been transmitted to the Commander of the United Nations Emergency Force

(UBEP), Major General I.J. Rikhye:

"On the occasion of the withdrawal of the United Nations forces from the

United Arab Republic and Gasa strip, I wish to express to you, on behalf of my

Government, our thanks and appreciation of the efforts and sincere co-operation

the United Nations and its forces have shown in the United Arab Republic.

"I hope that you would convey to the officers and soldiers of the UNEF our

appreciation of the discharge of their duties during their stay. This expression

of appreciation is also addressed to the Governments to which these forces belong.

"In conclusion, may I express to you my appreciation of your personal efforts

and understanding of our clear position and your belief in the United Nations and

its mission."
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X) VISIT CAIRO

A United Nations spokesman today made the following announcement :

"As already announced, the Secretary-General was planning a trip to

the Middle East, including a visit to the United Nations Emergency Forca

in Gaza and thereafter to Cairo towards the end of June and the beginning

of July. In the present circumstances he has decided to advance his

journey "by a few weeks, and he will accordingly be leaving for Cairo on

the evening of Monday, 22

##* *
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CLOSING REMARKS BY SECÎ AIg-GMEm̂  AT_ EDjjMER

OF UNIO?ED MM'IQSIS ASSOCIATION OF CMAIiA, _ 2 JIME

Following is the text; of the closing remarks by the Secretary-General,

U Thant, at the dinner of the United Hationa Association of Canada, held at

the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, on 2 June 196?:

"I know that the withdrawal of UHEF and the situation which has given

rise to it are a source of bitter disappointment and deep anxiety in many

countries. Especially in Canada, which has had such a close relationship

with UNEF from the very beginning, these feelings are acute. Canada has a

large share of the credit both for the idea and for the practical success of

this international force. But we must understand clearly the context in which

UHEF operated and in which it has now been withdrawn. We mast remember that

United lations peace keeping is a highly novel and sophisticated concept, It

relies on reason, local co-operation, skilful diplomacy, restraint and good

faith. It does not, and cannot, rely on military force or threats, on power

politics or on physical or political domination. It is not enforcement

action by the Security Council under Chapter VII of the Charter. It is a

voluntary operation, and any suggestion that it should, for whatever reasons,

cease to be so could be fatal to the whole idea. It has, for ten-and-a-half

years, due to the skill, co-operation, forbearance and discipline of all

concerned, "been remarkably successful in the Hear East. For all its present

inadequacies, it is, in ray view, a most promising idea for the future. Iron.ica3.ly,

the extreme seriousness of the situation we are now facing in the Near East is

a measure of UHEFrs success. But we must face the fact that the world is not

yet altogether reader for such sophisticated and reasonable concepts and methods.

(more)
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"Canada, with its enlightened view of international relations, has even

taken the revolutionary step of re-organizing its armed forces with the

peace-keeping function primarily in mind. This is an imaginative and far-

seeing step which will, I have not the slightest doubt, prove to be historically

right and of profound future importance far outside the "borders of Canada.

But the price of vision and pioneering is usually a series of temporary set-

backs. Far-sightedness also invites, generally, the criticism and the derision

of less far-sighted men. All the innovators in history have been through

this process.

"In the world debate on the withdrawal of UNEF, there is agreement on

one thing -- that the United Nations Force did an essential job for more than

ten years and did it extraordinarily well. I canmot, therefore, share the

view of those who proclaim that the present crisis, desparately serious

though it is, is a great defeat for the concept of peace keeping. On the

contrary, we now see all too clearly the true value and importance of the idea.

But we also have had a grim reminder of the difficulties still to be over-

come and of the essential limitations of the United Nations in a world still

dominated by rigid concepts of national sovereignty, by power politics and by

acute nationalistic feelings. These are the basic problems we have to face.

We ignore them at our peril*

"Should we then despair? Should we now write off the effort of so many

nations and so many devoted men, which made UNEP work for ten years? Should

we admit defeat by the old forces of hatred, of acute nationalism and of

power politics? Should we believe that we were wrong because we were reasonable,

that we were weak because we sought peace and co-operation, that we were mis-

guided because we sought solutions outside the old framework of fear, threat

and force? Should we say that we failed because we looked toward a better,

more civilized, less violent world?

"I know very well what your answers are. But we must unite in a reaffirma-

tion of what we have been trying to do and of what we have actually achieved.

NO one ever thought that keeping the peace would be easy. And no one should

now accept defeat because of a serious set-back. Bather, we should see clearly

what has been achieved, recognise our present dangers and our future problems,

and resolve, in overcoming them, to strengthen international peace-keeping

machinery and thus to make new steps toward a peaceful, just and orderly world."

# Jif..V,.V. JU.Trv~dv~mr ™
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MESSAGE. FROM. SECRÊ ..̂ Ŷ MERAL. TO CANADIAN. PRIME MINISTER

Folio-wing is the text of &• communication dated 30 May 1967 from the

Secretary-General, U Thant, to the Prime Minister of Canada, Lester B. Pearson,

regarding the Canadian contingent of the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF):

"Now that the Canadian forces serving with the United Nations Emergency

Force (UNEF) in Gaza are leaving the area in which UNEF has "been operating for

ten and a half years, I wish to express to you personaJJLy, and through you to

the Government and people of Canada, and particularly to the great number of

officers and men who have served in UNEF over the years, my deep appreciation

of the invaluable contribution which Canada has made to UNEF.

"You yourself, Mr. Prime Minister, were the prime mover in proposing the

original idea of UNEF to the General Assembly. Your plan for "a truly

international peace and police force1 was, at that time, a pioneering innovation

in international affairs which provided a means of overcoming a. most threatening

and dangerous crisis. Your Imaginative plan, was eagerly accepted ~by the General

Assembly and put into operation with great skill and despatch by my predecessor,

Pag Hammarskjold.

"At Its Inception UNEF, as its name Implies, was envisaged as an operation

of short duration. But the force proved such fi useful instrument for maintaining

peaceful conditions that when Its initial task of replacing the armed forces

of France, Israel and the United Kingdom was completed it became established

"by a further General Assembly resolution as a buffer along the line between

Egypt and Israel to prevent a confrontation of the military forces of the two

countries and to deter infiltration in either direction. This buffer function

•was fulfilled by UNEF with remarkable success from March 1957 until this month.

UNEF served the aims and purposes of the United Nations not only by its effective-

ness In the Immediate area of operations. Because of its successful discharge of

Its task, it also became the model upon which many hopes for the future effectlvenesi

Of the United Nations in peace-keeping have been based.

(more)
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"The armed forces of Canada have played a most dist&iig'lifiiied part in UKEF

throughout its period of operations, as, indeed, they have in other United

Nations peace-keeping efforts. Lieut.General E.L.M. Burns of Canada was the

first Commander of the Force and gave magnificient service in overcoming the many

and extraordinary problems of this completely novel operation. The Canadian

Reconnaissance Squadron -was until 1966 responsible for patrolling the northern

part of the International Frontier in Sinai. The Canadian Air Transport Unit

has provided the air support which was absolutely vital to the functioning and

maintenance of UKEF, and the RCAF has provided an intercontinental air transport

link for UNEF from the very beginning. The Canadian army has also been mainly

responsible for the Maintenance Base of the entire force at Fafah and in the

early days provided mobile support and maintenance for the entire Force with

extraordinary ingenuity and effectiveness„ Canada has also provided a steady

supply of highly competent staff officers for the Force Headquarters. Canada

has thus given unstinting and vital support to UNEF both at the Headquarters

of the United Nations and in the field.

"Irrespective of the circumstances of the withdrawal of UNEF and the

consequences of that withdrawal,, ten and a half years successful service to

peace is a historic achievement. CanadaTs large role in that achievement and

your Government's unfailing understanding of the requirements of United Nations

peace-keeping operations are "widely recognized and appreciated here. I would

be grateful if you would express that appreciation to your Government and

especially to all the officers and men of the Canadian Armed Forces who have

served at one time or another with UNEF."
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TEXT OF STATEMENT Bg SECREOMY^BIERALf U THAKT,

IH SECURITY COUNCIL QB 5 JOHE 196?

Following is the text of the statement by the Secretary-General, U Thant,

in the Security Council on 5 J^sje 196?: •

"Mr. President,

"In response to your invitation I present to the Council all information

that I have received from United Nations sources in the Near East en the out-

break of hostilities. Of course, United Nations sources have no means of

ascertaining how the fighting started* As usual, reports coming from the

parties are conflicting, but all agree that serious military action on land

and in the air is taking place at a number of points and is spreading*

"I have instructed both the Chief of Staff, tMTSO, and Commander, UNEF,

to keep reporting urgently all information available to them and I shall keep

members of the Council informed as new information comes in. This information

is unavoidably fragmentary.

"As far as information from UHEF is concerned, it must be remembered

that UHEF is no longer on the Line, but is concentrated in its camps and is

in the process of withdrawal. The information given by the Commander of

UMEF is therefore, of necessity, somewhat general, and much of it has been

given to the Commander by the United Arab Republic Liaison service in Gaza,

"General Rikhye, Commander of UNEF, reported that at 0800 hours p.ocal time)

today two Israel aircrafc v '.elated United Arab Republic airspace over Gaza

town. One of these aircraft was shot down by anti-aircraft fire and fell

into the sea. The pilot bailed out and was picked up by a motor launch.

Also at 0800 hours'' (local time) two Israel aircraft violated United Arab

Republic airspace over El Arish and were fired on by anti-aircraft guns.

(more )
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The United Arab Republic claims one Israel aircraft was shot down. UKEF

personnel in Rafah Camp reported heavy firing between United J».rab Republic

and Israel forces across the International Frontier south of Bafah, starting at

OSOO hours (local"time). United Arab Republic authorities in Gaza informed Genera."

Rikhye of a large-ecale Israel air raid throughout the United Arab Republic

including a raid on Cairo. I am informed that Israel has denied the report

of the raid on Cairo. The United Arab Republic authorities also informed

General Rikhye that at 0800 hours (local time) Israel forces had attacked

El Quseima in Sinai. At 0915 hours (local time), United Arab Republic

artillery in Gaza started firing towards Israel-controlled territory. Firing

stopped at 0930 hours (local time), but resumed again at 1000 hours (local

time). The Commander of UHEF is taking all possible steps to ensure the

security of UHEF personnel still in the area.

"General Bull, Chief of Staff, UMTS), has informed me that firing in

Jerusalem commenced at 1125 hours (local time) and was continuing. General

Bull requested an immediate cease fire at the highest local levels. The

Senior Jordanian Delegate to the Mixed Armistice Commission accepted a

cease fire for 1200 hours (local time). In a meeting between General Bull

and the Israel authorities on the morning of 5 June, General Bull was informed

that United Arab Republic planes had crossed the border and tha-fe Israel

aircraft had been sent to meet them.

"At 11̂ 5 hours (local time), Israel informed General Bull of its

acceptance of his request for a cease-fire at 1200 hours (local time). Most

firing had ceased by 1210 hours (local time), although a few mortar rounds

continued to be fired from Jordan and near Mount Scopus. One mortar round

landed in the Government House compound, which is the headquarters of UHTSO,

No casualties are reported.

"Since sporadic mortar firing from Jordan continued after the cease-fire,

a second cease-fire was proposed for 1230 hours (local time) and accepted

by both sides.

On the Israel-Syria ADL (Armistice Demarcation Line), United Nations

Military Observers reported overflights by Syrian jet fighters between 1155

hours and 1206 hours (local time) on 5 June and reported air battles, anti-

aircraft fire and explosions from aircraft'bombing. The Senior Israel Delegate

(more)
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to the Israel-Syria Mixed Armistice Commission informed the UWTSO officer

in charge at Tiberias at 1218 hours (local time) that Israel considered her-

self in a state of war with Syria. The Chairman of the IsraeJ-Syria Mixed

Armistice Commission reported that Damascus airport was being attacked by

Israel aircraft at 1110 hours (local time).

"The Commander of UJffiF reported that at 12̂ 5 hours (local time) Israel

artillery opened fire on'two camps of the Indian Contingent of UNEF which

were in process of being abandoned, and soon thereafter United Arab Republic

tanks surrounded one of the camps which still contains one reduced Indian

company. Orders have been gives for tite Indian personnel in both 'camps to

be withdrawn immediately.

"General Rikhye also reported that a UNEF convoy immediately south of

Khan Yunis on the road between Gaza and Rafah was strafed by an Israel air-

craft on the morning of 5 June, although the vehicles, like all UHEF

vehicles, are painted white. First reports indicate that three Indian

soldiers were killed and an unknown number wounded in this attack. The

Commander of UKEF has sent an urgent message through the Chief of Staff,

UWTSO, to the Chief of Staff of Israel Defence Force urging him again 'to

give orders to Israel Armed Forces to refrain from firing on UTffiF camps,

buildings and vehicles.

"After hostilities began on the morning of 5 June, the Chief of Staff,

UKTSO, drew the attention of Israel and Jordan to the inviolability of the

Government House area and asked them to ensure'that this inviolability was

fully respected. Both sides gave him the required assurance. However, at

1530 hours (local time) today, approximately one company of Jordanian soldiers

occupied the garden of the Government House. General Bull in person protested

to the Commander and asked him to withdraw his troops. He also protested in

-the strongest terms to the Senior Jordan Delegate of the Israel-Jordan Mixed

Armistice Commission against the violation of United Nations premises by

Jordanian soldiers, whose withdrawal within half-an-hour he demanded. He

also informed the Israel authorities of these developments and requested them

to ensure that Israel soldiers would not enter the Government House area.

(more)
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By then, an exchange of fire had already begun between the Jordanian soldiers

in the Government House garden and Israel soldiers nearby. General Bull

later informed me by an emergency message that Jordanian troops had not with-

drawn and were demanding to enter Government House itself and had cemnded

that no telephone calls be made from Government House. Firing was continuing

and mortar shells were now landing within the Government House compound.

United Nations Headquarters lost radio contact with UNTSQ headquarters in

Jerusalem at 0852 hours (New York time), at which time, Jordan troops occupied

Government House. This also means that United Nations Headquarters has lost

direct contact with Headquarters TJ33EF, whose messages are routed through TJKTSO.

"In view of these developments, I have addressed the following urgent

appeal to the King of Jordan;

"'His Majesty
!' 'King Hussein
"'Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
"'Amman, Jordan

"'Your Majesty,

"'I have just been advised at 0900 hours local time that all communica-

tions with. Government Hov.se have ended because of its occupation by Jordanian

troops. This is a breach of extreme seriousness. I appeal to Your Ma.-jocty

with utmost urgency to order the immediate removal of Jordanian troops from

the grounds and buildings of the Government House compound in Jerusalem, As

Your Majesty knovs, this compound has been respected by both parties to the

Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan-Israel Mixed Armistice Commission as the head-

quarters of the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization and. therefore

under the exclusive United Nations occupation and control.

"TU Thant
"'Secretary-General of the United Nations'"

*


